
Elite Security Services Introduces Back up Power Technology to Keep Their Home 

Security Systems Functioning During Power Outage.   

 

The popular home security systems manufacturer in the United States, Elite Security 

Services, has just introduced back up power technology to their domestic protection 

systems. This technology will keep their security systems active even when there is no 

power available. Elite Security Services provides their economical security service in 

Canada and America.  

 

The customers of Elite Security Services can now receive round the clock protection 

from their home security systems irrespective of availability of home power supply.  

The company has just introduced a new technology called back up power supply system 

to all their service plans. Elite Security Services is now a familiar name in Canada and 

America, thanks to their high performance and low cost security solutions for residential 

use. Their home protection plans provide comprehensive protection to users starting from 

only $35.99 per month. The inclusion of the back up power technology would certainly 

make them an even more formidable player in the security market.  

 

Traditional home security systems generally derive the necessary power from the home 

power supply. This has been a concern for many house owners for years because the 

entire system shuts down when there is no power. Therefore, the job becomes much 

easier for the miscreants simply by disconnecting the domestic power supply line. The 

technology introduced by Elite Security Services derives its power from an independent 

back up battery when the primary source of power is not available. This is an extremely 

important feature because many burglar attacks take place during power cuts.    

 

During the official launch of this new feature, an elated owner of Elite Security Services 

Mr. Paul Shakuri stated, "This battery back up system is one of the latest advancements 

in the industry. It feels great to be able to offer this technology to you with all our 

packages". Mr. Shakuri is a distinguished home security systems expert in this region 

and has designed tons of security systems so far. The addition of this new technology has 

been welcomed with great enthusiasm by the customers of the company.   

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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Phone: 800-599-8452. 

Website: http://www.YourAlarmNow.com 
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